XEOMA SURVEILLANCE
IN NETWORK ATTACHED STORAGES

WHY HAVE XEOMA ONBOARD
Network attached storage are no longer just for
keeping files. The competition the race is won
by those who offer more: more user-friendly,
more productive, more noiseless,
more functional.
Xeoma is simply the app you're looking for
if you want to win.

UNPRECEDENTED EASE
Whether for business or home, Network attached storage
devices need to be easy to understand without manuals
and complicated setup. Xeoma's graphical modular
interface is just like that.

READY TO WORK OUT-OF-THE-BOX
No additional components or plugins required. Launch
Xeoma like any other program. Store data right there.

WORKS EVERYWHERE, WITH EVERYTHING
Supports all major operating systems: Linux (including
ARM-architecture), Windows, Mac OS and even Android.
User-friendly web interface and free mobile apps.
Easy connection and work 99% of cameras in the world
(Axis, Dahua, BEWARD + other 434 brands)

ENERGY AND SPACE EFFICIENT
Forget about memory, space, CPU load issues. Optimized
to the maximum, Xeoma is used to working in extreme
environments of NAS with limited resources.
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FEATURES BEYOND BELIEF
Mega features from basic like motion-triggered or
scheduled recording, to AI-based license plates or face
recognition, detection of loitering, missing items, visitors
counter, work in sync with home automation systems and
external sensors, and over 100 more! Amaze your clients
with pre-installed exclusive features.

FREE REBRANDING
Xeoma can mimic your brand style and design. Change
Xeoma's name, links, colors, and even interface with the
free rebranding tool! Custom modifications available.

ALL-ROUND SUPPORT
Our experts are waiting to answer your questions and
provide all-round support for your project. Complete, fast
and free guidance and help - in a convenient for you way.
24/7 help center at your service.

NAS are no longer just for keeping files. Have Xeoma video surveillance installed on yours to impress your customers.

CONTACT US
For any questions please
visit www.xeoma.com

www.xeoma.com

